
Catch a glimpse inside the engine room of a steam-powered train with real archive footage and then 
make your own steam-powered pinwheel out of card and craft items at home. 

S t e a m - p o w e r :  f r o m  t h e  I n d u s t r i a l  R e v o l u t i o n  t o  y o u r  k i t c h e n  

FAQ 

Q. When was the Industrial Revolution really felt locally? 

About 200 years ago, from around 1800 to 1840. 

Q. What was Berwick like after the Industrial Revolution? Was it busy? 
One of the most detailed maps from this time is from 1852. View it here: 

https://maps.nls.uk/townplans/berwick.html 

(Can you find: the engineers and millwrights yard? How many breweries 
can you spot? How many granaries? 

Watch the first 3 minutes of this archive video footage, dating from 1940, which shows what it is like  

inside a steam train’s engine room: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtrkiKo0lFE&ab 
(LMS = London, Midland, and Scottish Railway) 

Things to think about and discuss:  

• If you had lived then, would you have liked to work in an engine-room on a steam train? Why? 
• Do you think it would have been comfortable next to the furnace heating the water? 

The steam engine was one of the most important inventions of the British Industrial Revolution. Steam engines 

were used in all sorts of jobs including in factories, mines, collieries, and on trains. The engine works by heating 

liquid water until it turned into hot, gaseous steam to move a piston backwards and forwards. This piston then 

goes on to turn wheels or power machines. To create the heat, most engines at that time burnt coal. 

piston coal 

steam 

water 

How does the steam train work? Did you know… 

During the Industrial Revolution people 
moved from farms and villages into 
bigger towns like Berwick and 
Coldstream and even cities like 
Newcastle and Edinburgh to find work. 
The number of people in the population 
grew. Towns and cities became larger, 
but they were often dirty, crowded, and 
unhealthy.  

https://maps.nls.uk/townplans/berwick.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtrkiKo0lFE&ab


Now we have learnt about the power of steam, have a go at making your own steam-powered 

machine: make a pin wheel using card and craft items. 

S t e a m - p o w e r :  f r o m  t h e  I n d u s t r i a l  R e v o l u t i o n  t o  y o u r  k i t c h e n  

What you need: 
 

• A square piece of coloured card 

• Scissors 

• Sticky tape 

• A drawing pin 

• A stick or very long pencil 

• Paints, coloured pens, and other craft items 

(optional) 

• A kettle (optional) 

What to do: 
 

1. Fold the square of card diagonally into a triangle and press firmly to make a fold corner-to-corner. 
Do it the other way, too, so you have 4 folds in all 4 corners of the square. 

2. Cut diagonal slits along all 4 folds from the corner to about 3/4 of the way to the centre. 

3. Stick down one of the corners into the centre of the square with sticky tape.  

4. Stick down every other corner in the same way. You will have four corners in total to stick down. 

5. Optional: at this point, you may want to colour in or decorate the pinwheel head. 

6. Ask an adult to pierce the centre of the pinwheel head with the drawing pin and stick it onto one 
end of the stick or very long pencil. You can now use your pinwheel outside in the wind or using a 
hairdryer to make it spin. 

Well done—you have your pinwheel!  

8. Optional: if you wish to, you can make your pinwheel spin in steam. Warning: after you have done 
 this, your pinwheel will probably be destroyed. The card will curl and everything will become 
 damp. However, if you want to proceed, ask an adult to boil the kettle. As the steam starts coming 
 out of the spout, put the pinwheel in the steam face down and watch it start to move. Hold down 
 the kettle switch with your finger to keep the steam going. Experiment with different angles to get 
 it really spinning! 

How does it work? 

The water evaporates— it turns from it’s liquid state 
into hot, gaseous steam. As the steam is hot, it 
expands and rises. The rising hot steam gets trapped 
in the folds of your pinwheel and makes it spin 
around. See someone else doing it too here: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=p__hQAABLPc. 

! Warning: this activity can involve using a kettle and hot steam burns. Seek an adult's help when   

using hot items. 

How to make a pin wheel 

Windfarms 

The same technology as your pinwheel gets used on a 
much larger scale in real life on wind farms. In 
Berwickshire, the Fallago Rig wind farm has 48 
turbines which spin in the wind. Those turbines 
power up to 86,000 homes with renewable energy. 
Much greener than burning coal for steam! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p__hQAABLPc


Learn about some musical techniques and terms, and  

watch the first ever music video in this activity. 

M u s i c a l  G a s  

The piece we are going to listen to is: Classical Gas by Mason Williams, 1967. 
 

Watch: many people think this was the first ever music video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viyufRQKlto  

Things to think about: how many pictures do you think are in this? The film was first shown on American TV in 
1968 and was tremendously popular. What pictures would you choose to make a film about wonderful art?  

Listen: for sections in the music where the note relationships and rhythms are the same, but their pitches are 
different. This is called sequence. Can you see how the pattern is the same but a note lower in the second phrase 
(or musical sentence) of the tune? 

Challenge: tick off when your hear… 

Music theme: Gases 

First part: 

 
 

Second part: 

 

Did you know… Sequences are used all over different types of music from different times and places, but it was incredibly 
popular in the Baroque (1600-1750).  

Tick Feature Technical Term 

 The same tune that keeps returning every now and again.  Ritornello (a bit like the word “return”)  

 The violins imitating bird song (from 0:29) and copying Imitation 

 Bits where Nigel Kennedy plays on his own.  Solo (sometimes concertante, if there’s more 
than one player)  

 Bits where everyone else joins in  Ripieno (this means “full”, like “Funghi ripieni” 
or “stuffed mushrooms” on an Italian restaurant 
menu!)  

 A short section of tune that repeats the same shape ei-

ther higher or lower than the original. (All over this music, 

but there’s an obvious bit at 1:41)  

Sequence  

 Suddenly getting louder or quieter, like an echo.  Terraced dynamics 

 Gradually getting louder  Crescendo  

 Gradually getting quieter  Diminuendo  

 A slight slowing down  Rallentando or ritardando 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viyufRQKlto


Q: how does music travel through liquids? 
 

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVhYuqr03IQ Do NOT try this at home - your families will NOT be 
pleased! (If you can think of a way to do similar without wrecking people’s hi-fi that’d be amazing). 

Why does this happen? When the speaker produces sound, it vibrates the particles nearby and produces sound 
waves. These waves travel through their surroundings as a traveling disturbance and, if the waves meet each 
other, they interfere. What we can see is the particles vibrating as waves travel through this liquid and some 
interference patterns being produced. The same thing happens with air, too, but of course we cant see air waves! 

If this is what it does to bowls of milk, imagine what it does to the liquid inside 
your ear (called tympanic fluid, a bit like a timpani drum) when you hear a loud 
noise, especially when you are young and the bones inside your ears are still 
growing. This is why it is vital that you wear ear defenders if you go to a loud 
event. The three tiny bones in your inner ear are called: the malleus, incus, and 
stapes. The Latin names of the bones translate as: 

Malleus  = hammer 
Incus =  anvil  
Stapes = stirrup 

If they are disturbed too much, especially while you are still growing, they can be damaged, which results in 
permanent hearing loss.  

Learn about some musical techniques and terms, and  

watch the first ever music video in this activity. 

M u s i c a l  G a s  

Music theme: Liquids 

Who is John Martyn? 

John Martyn is often called "The Musicians' Musician" - he was never hugely commercially successful but he 
counts other musicians as his biggest fans and has been very influential. He was awarded an OBE in 2009.  

Listen:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCCWqYfZVi0. This song, Solid Air, was recorded in 1973.  

Things to think about:  

• What instruments can you hear?  

• Is he a conventionally “good” singer? Can you always hear what the words are? Does it matter here?  

• What do you think he means by “You’ve been living on solid air?” (hint: this is a metaphor) 

• Who is he singing to in this song? What is he trying to persuade them to do?  

• What clues tell you that this song was written to be performed live in concert and not just in the recording 
studio? (hints below) 

• Is it exactly the same speed or tempo all the way through?  Most pop & rock recordings are now made to a 
computerised click track so are exactly the same tempo throughout. When you stretch the tempo like this it 
is called rubato.  

• One performer begins and the rest join in later. 

• The music has a real last note, not a fade out. 

• In what language are many of these special musical words we’ve used? (answer at bottom) 

Answer: Italian 

And finally… 

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btGu9FWSPtc Solid, Liquid, Gas by They Might Be Giants. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVhYuqr03IQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCCWqYfZVi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btGu9FWSPtc


In this activity, you get to play with frozen ice cubes and test some different household 
materials to see which are better at slowing down the ice from melting.  

I n s u l a t i n g  I c e :  a n  e x p e r i m e n t  i n t o  m e l t i n g  

What you need: 
 

• An ice cube tray 

• Some water 

• 3 of the same small containers such as clean, 
jars or empty yoghurt pots 

• 3 scraps of household materials such as cloth, 
towel, bubble wrap, tinfoil, tissue paper, news 
paper, etc. which are big enough to surround 
the containers above. 

• Sticky tape 

• Scissors  

What to do: 
 

1. Fill the ice cube tray with water. Try and put the same amount of water in each ice cube holder so that the 
ice cubes come out the same size. Put the tray in the freezer to freeze.  

2. In the meantime, cut your scraps of household material to the same size. Wrap each of the containers in one 
piece of material. Secure the material tightly around the container with tape. 

3. Create a results table, like the one below, on an A4 sheet of paper to give you plenty of room to record your 
results. 

4. Once the ice has melted, put one cube in each container. Make a note of the time. 

5. Keep checking back on the ice cubes every 15 minutes and note down in the results table if the ice is 
melting. Note down: is there any water forming? How much water and how much ice is there? Which ice 
cube is melting fastest / slowest? Keep recording your results to see which material is the better insulator. 

Did you know… 
 

Water is unusual because, in its 
solid state, ice, it is less dense 

than in its liquid state, water. This 
is a special property which means 

ice floats on water! 

Type of material  15 mins 30 mins 1hr 30 1hr 45 45 mins 1 hour 1 hr 15 2 hrs 

Bubble wrap         

Towel         

Tissue paper         

Results Table 

After the experiment, discuss with a family member: 
 

 

• Which material was best at insulating (keeping the cold in)? 

• Why is it important that the ice cubes start out all the same size? 

• Can you improve the experiment to make it more reliable/fairer? 

• Using the terms ‘solid’, ‘liquid’ and ‘gas’, how would you describe what 
changes in this experiment? 

• Is the ice melting process reversible? Does it go back to the same state? 

Experiments like 

this help make 

better cool bags  



We know that when we heat up chocolate, it melts. However, does the colour of chocolate (dark, milk, 
or white) affect when it melts and at what temperature? In this delicious experiment, we aim to find out. 

M e l t i n g  c h o c o l a t e :  a n  e x p e r i m e n t  

What you need: 
 

• A kettle 

• A timer (you could use a phone) 

• Two small containers, such as 
aluminium foil trays 

• A large heat-proof container, such as 
a Pyrex bowl 

• Two squares of two different 
coloured chocolates 

• A thermometer (optional) 

What to do: 
 

1. Ask an adult to boil the kettle and to put some hot water in the Pyrex bowl. Careful: the water is hot! 

2. Put one square of each colour chocolate in its own foil tray. 

3. Ask an adult to start the stop watch at the same time that you float both of the foil trays on the water. 

4. If you wish to stir the chocolate mid-way through the experiment, you can do so, carefully, but make sure 
not to let any water inside either of the foil trays with the chocolate as this could affect the results and it 
would not be a fair test. 

5. Time how long it takes for the first chocolate piece to melt fully. Note down this time on the results table 
below but do not stop the stopwatch yet! (Optional: test the temperature of the melted chocolate too). 

6. Time how long it takes for the second chocolate piece to melt fully. Note down this time on the table and 
stop the stopwatch. (Optional: test the temperature of the second melted chocolate too). 

Did you know... 

Chocolate is made from cocoa beans 
that are grown in tropical zones 
around the equator of the Earth. 

Colour of chocolate Time (mins, secs) Melting point temperature (°C) 

   

   

After the experiment, discuss with a family member: 
 

• Are the results as you expected? Why? 

• Was it easy to tell when the chocolate was melted? Would different 
people all say the same? 

• Do you think you would get the same result again if you re-tested 
the chocolate colours? 

• Can you improve the experiment to make it more reliable/fairer? 

• Using the terms ‘solid’, ‘liquid’ and ‘gas’, how would you describe 
what changes in this experiment? 

• Is the chocolate melting process reversible? Once the chocolate has 
cooled, does it go back to exactly the same state? (Taste and see). 

Results Table 


